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Fuel dissolution operations involving soluble absorbers for

criticality control are among the most difficult to establish

economical subcritical limits. The paucity of applicable experimental

data can significantly hinder a precise determination of a bias**2 in

the method chosen for calculation of the required soluble absorber

concentration. Resorting to overly conservative bias estimates can

result in excessive concentrations of soluble absorbers. Such

conservatism can be costly, especially if soluble absorbers are used in

a throw-away fashion. An economic scoping study will be presented

which demonstrates that additional critical experimentation will likely

lead to reductions in the soluble absorber (i.e., gadolinium) purchase

costs for dissolution operations. The results indicate that anticipated

savings maybe more than enough to pay for the experimental costs.

•Research sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Fuel Cycle, U.S.
Department of Energy under Contract No. W-7405-eng-26 with Union Carbide
Corporation and by the Waste and Fuel Cycle Technology Office under
Contract DE-AC09-78ET35900 with Allied-General Nuclear Services.



' Dissolution operations with U+Pu oxide fast breeder fuels and

light-water reactor (LWR) uranium oxide fuels form the basis for this

study. The LWR dissolution operation is that anticipated at the

Bamwell Nuclear Fuel Plant (BNFP) by Allied-General Nuclear Services

(AGNS). The mixed oxide operation is based on a prototypic Consolidated

Fuel Reprocessing Program (CFRP) dissolver design. Gadolinium-bearing,

dissolver outflows are estimated at 1.5 x 106 L/year and 5 x 105 L/year

for the BNFP and CFRP dissolution operations, respectively. The

assumed3 gadolinium purchase price is $118/kg. On the basis of a gram

e-Gdper liter of gadolinium (*̂ —) and no recycling of gadolinium, the

annual purchase costs are ^$1.8 x 105/(year~£^—) and ^$5.9 x lO1*/

(year-^~ ) for the BNFP and CFRP dissolution operations respectively.

Figure 1 shows3 existing and projected BNFP gadolinium

concentration requirements. The horizontal portion of the existing

requirements curve results from the imposition of conservatism in the

absence of applicable experimental data for low (i.e., <3%) enrichments.

Consequently, it is not possible to precisely define a bias for this

portion of the curve. The projected requirements curve reflects a

reduction in conservatism which could probably be realized if

additional applicable, benchmark data were available. If 70 wt% of the

BNFP rated throughput is assumed to be 2.0 to 3.1% enriched pressurized

water reactor fuel and the remainder 1.5 to 2.8% enriched boiling water

E-Gdreactor fuel, an annual 1.2S * s — reduction in the BNFP dissolver
LJ

outflow is estimated.3 This corresponds to a $2.25 x 105 reduction in

the yearly gadolinium purchase costs projected for the BNFP operation.

In contrast, the necessary experiments are projected to cost between
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Fig. 1. Projected and existing cadolinium concentration

requirements for the BNFP dissolution operation.



$2 x 10: to $5 x 10s. Assuming a 30-year plant life, 2 years to perform

and apply the results of the experiments (assumed cost = $5 x 10 5), and

a 15% discount rate; the payback period is less than 10 years.

A similar argument can be made for the proposed CFRP dissolution

operation. The CFRP dissolver relies on mechanical agitation of

sheared fuel to enhance dissolution. This feature has resulted in a

design where the H/Pu ratio for large masses of mixed oxide (perhaps >50

kg) can vary from ^0 to 400. Hence the use of both mass control

(for the less thermalized neutronic conditions) and gadolinium as a

soluble absorber (for more thermal conditions) is anticipated.

Calculational studies of expected dissolver slurries (containing 3 to 5

g"• concentrations) indicate that for a fixed U+Pu mass, K-eff is at a

maximum in the vicinity of 10<H/Pu<50. The existing experimental data1*

have a minimum H/Pu of ̂ 196 and a maximum 1.338 ~— concentration.

Therefore, to establish a computational bias at the neutronic conditions

of concern a large extrapolation is required.

For critical experiments1* with H/Pu ratios of 196 to 458 (and no

gadolinium), calculated K-eff values range from M..01 to 1.03

respectively. Extrapolated biases against the H/Pu ratio indicate that

for the 10<H/Pu<50 region of interest, a calculated K-eff of unity could

be considered critical. However, for critical experiments1' having 0.020

to 1.338 £_i!ii (H/Pu = 258), calculated K-eff values range from M.OO to

0.99 respectively. Using the gadolinium concentration to draw the bias,

calculated K-eff values of 0.96 to 0.97 might be considered critical for

systems containing 5 ^ — . From the above trends, it would appear

reasonable to expect that the lower limit on calculated K-eff values



considered critical for the dissolver could perhaps be raised to 0.98

if additional applicable experimental data were available to refine the

bias estimate.

The ̂ — concentration savings which correspond to increasing the

calculated K-eff value considered critical by 0.02 (0.96 to 0.98) is, at

a minimum, ̂ 2 £ f — . This anticipated reduction in conservatism

(believed possible if more applicable experimental data existed)

represents an annual savings of ̂ $1.2 x 105 in gadolinium purchase costs

to the CFRP operation. For the same 30-year plant life, 2-year

experimentation-analysis period, and 15% discount rate; a $5 x 10s

series of experiments would have a payback period of about 10 years.

The analysis has ignored the fact that the CFRP operation is only

pilot-scale), The higher throughput of a full-scale plant will further

enhance the1 economics of conducting the mixed oxide experimental series.

A second omjission was ignoring the increased high-level waste disposal

costs which would result from using excessive gadolinium concentrations.

In conclusicn, despite these omissions, both series of proposed
I

experiments .appear cost effective.
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